
Barron®

Tables
timeless design appeal | flawless production | versatile performance



A versatile table with timeless appeal and flawless production.
Barron tables are offered in a variety of sizes, shapes and configurations, allowing them to be used
in a wide range of environments. Ideal for conference rooms, tables can also be arranged in a
classroom setting, grouped together to form teaming tables or even used as simple desks.

Barron® Tables

The Barron table has a timeless
design. Its simple, contemporary
lines and expansive product offering
allow for customization of design
and function.

Precision-crafted of tubular steel,
Barron tables have a clean, finished
appearance. The legs feature brazed
joints for a seamless transition from
the base column to the base foot.
Frames are available in duplex nickel
chrome plating or a wide variety of
powder coated paint finishes.
Choose from fixed, folding, flip-top,
lightweight or ganging table styles to
suit any setting.

Laminated table surfaces are offered
in a variety of colors and finishes
from all major suppliers, allowing the
tables to complement any décor.
Select from four edge styles and
table shapes with optional PowerUp
or Villa modules, grommets and
wire management to address the
electrical needs of a space. 
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Barron Tables

Barron’s optional
rolling base makes it
easy for one person
to move the tables.

The duplex nickel
chrome finish offers a
distinctive, contemporary
look and unsurpassed
durability.

Brazed joints create
the appearance of
single-piece
construction.

Flipping or folding
base styles allow for
easy transportation
and compact storage.




